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Addition Word Problems to 20 Independent - Practice Worksheet

Complete all the problems. Make sure to draw pictures to help you solve the problems.

1. The camera store around the corner
from Owen's house has 3 purple lens, 3 red
lens, and 1 gold lens. How many lens does
the store have in all?

2. Kurt took a box of pushpins and counted
how many there were of each color. There
were 2 red pushpins, 4 blue pushpins, and 3
yellow pushpins. How many pushpins were
there in all?

3. A game table store sold 1 ping pong
table, 2 foosball tables, and 2 bubble hockey
games. How many game tables did the
store sell in all?

4. The jewelry store in the mall has 3 silver
bracelets, 2 gold bracelets, and 2 platinum
bracelets. How many bracelets does the
store have in all?

5. Tessa counted the construction vehicles
at a construction site. She saw 5 dump
trucks, 2 forklifts, and 2 bulldozers. How
many construction vehicles did Tessa see at
the construction site?
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6. Riya played a trivia game and earned 2
points on the history questions. She earned
5 points for answering science questions and
6 points for answering sports questions.
How many points did Riya score in all?

7.The manager of a furniture store ordered
5 tables, 4 chairs, and 3 benches. How
many wooden things did the manager order
in all?

8.Samya collected flowers in the park. She
collected 2 yellow rose, 5 lilies, and 7
marigold. How many flowers did Samya
collect in all?

9.Kallie went on a tour around India. First,
she spent 7 days in Delhi and 2 days in Goa.
Then she went to Mumbai for 1 day. How
long was Kallie’s tour?

10.Tom cleaned up the office and found 3
blue pens, 3 bags, and 6 Cds. How many
things did Tom find in the office?
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